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By Thomas Brougham

"Caveat Emptor" — Let the Buyer Beware. This is the attitude of some of the
stamp dealers and auction houses. Some
do not know the difference between the genuine and counterfeit; others simply want to
make a fast buck and will sell the item no
matter what they are told.
I have looked at auction lots and have
informed dealers of counterfeit overprints.
Some will immediately take the item out.
After pointing out two bad items to one
auction house, they showed me a letter
-from Gilbert Plass, who had written about
Mme ofthe photographed lots. This time one
let was withdrawn. The other was sold to
a mail bidder. Auctions have been stopped
briefly by knowledgeable collectors advising
the next lot is counterfeit. The lot is then
sold to a mail bidder. Another auction
house removed my name from their mailing
list after I sent a letter and phoned complaining about 20 or more counterfeit lots
in their sale. Dealers at shows will have
items on display time and time again even
though they have been advised they are
counterfeit.
One way to protect yourself is to know
the difference between a genuine and a
counterfeit and to deal with someone who
will not knowingly sell a counterfeit. Some
items are easily checked, such as Scott No.
22 ONE for ZONE and ANA for CANAL.
(Continued on page 15)

MAIL AUCTION NO. 7
The seventh CZSG mail auction
will be held OCTOBER 12, 1978.
Members may submit lots between
June 1 and July 25, 1978. Send your
material via registered mail to G. W.
Stilwell, 377 Rolling Rock Rd., Mountainside, N. J. 07092. This is an unreserved mail auction sale. Certificates
are necessary on all Scott Nos. 1, 2,
3, and 15.
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(Continued from page 8)

The First Period
At the beginning of registry service nearly
all of the offices were supplied with a
special registry postmark — a double-circle
date stamp with the name of the town,
with "CANAL ZONE" fully spelled out,
and with a period after "REGISTERED".
These postmarks, which I will call Type I
(Fig. 3b), are definitely known from thirteen
towns. The June 13th letter quoted above
mentioned supplies for fifteen offices. The
latest cover I have seen with Type I is
dated March 22, 1907. ( The study of the
Committee on Postal Markings shows examples of postmarks as late as February 12,
1909; I would like to receive photostats of
these covers.) Postmarks similar to Type I,
notably from the Exchange Office, are known
from a later period.
Four towns are known with an oval registry postmark (Fig. 3c). The earliest reported Oval is dated April 10, 1906; the
latest is dated October 31, 1907. A similar
Cristobal Exchange Office mark (Fig. 4h)
is known between October 31, 1907 and
March 8, 1908.
These two types of registry marks were
replaced by a group of double-circle stamps
with "C.Z." (Fig. 3e). These vary considerably in appearance and probably were not
issued as a group. In fact, the "C.Z." type
is a catch-all category for numerous similar
devices introduced at different times at different offices. Lack of covers from some
offices during the transition makes it impossible to say whether the replacement was
sudden or gradual.
In the accompanying chart are listed the
earliest reported dates for these postmarks.
I have also included the "four-in-bars" cancels, which were introduced nearly simultaneously with the Type I postmarks, as
they "predict" a corresponding Type I; additional reports of these could help to solve
the question of the "fifteen offices". However, four-in-bars cancels are not registry
postmarks per se, although they are occa-9—

sionally found on registered covers, Fig. 3a.
Type I postmarks from the offices which
later used the Ovals are uncommon or unknown. La Boca and Ancon are known on
a few covers each; none are reported from
Pedro Miguel and Ancon-Station A.
Both Pedro Miguel and Station A were
probably open at the beginning of registry
service. (The late Frank E. Green reportedly had an August 13, 1905 cancel from Station A; the date and number on the cover
in Fig. 2 also indicate that Station A was
open in August.) But neither was open
when the supplies were sent from Washington, D. C. Probably no Type I devices were
sent for these offices. Before the introduction
of the Ovals, all of the reported registered
covers from these offices bear regular cancels rather than registry postmarks. It may
be that no fifteenth Type I device was ever
used. (Indeed, the fourteenth, Bas Obispo,
is dubious. I have picked up this date from
the work of the Postal Markings Committee,
but have not seen a cover. This is too late
to be considered a normal use of Type I.)
The regular Station A cancel (Fig. 2) is
frequently described as "scarce". However,
this cancel v as used on all mail, registered
and non-registered, from this busy office for
a period of eight months and is seen as
frequently as any other cancel of the period.
The Station A Oval, which replaced it on
registered mail, is also frequently seen on
covers dated between April 10, 1906 and
October 31, 1907.
From the day Cristobal began to function
as the Exchange Office until January 24,
1911 the salient feature of all registered
mail leaving the Zone was a rectangular
label or handstamp, and a number therein,
added at Cristobal. (Mail originating at
Cristobal and destined for points inside the
Zone was not so marked.)
There were two types of paper labels. The
first type (Fig. 4a) had spaces for the name
of the Exchange Office and for the registry
(Continued on page 12)
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Auctions
A number of important Canal Zone items
were offered at auction during the winter
season. Robert A. Siegel was able to offer
the largest collection of Canal Zone plate
blocks that has been available for at least
several decades. We hope that those who
have complained that this material is very
hard to find made use of this opportunity
to add to their collection. The selling price
of all the lots was approximately $40,000.
First, we review this important sale.
The price of the early plate blocks depended greatly on condition with very fine
blocks often selling for twice catalogue and
more. We give the price ranges obtained
for the second series blocks, entire plate
number blocks of six, with the catalogue
price in parenthesis: Scott No. 4, $70 - $400
($180); No. 5, $63 - $400 ($180); No. 6,
$220 - $725 ($375); No. 7, $450 - $900
($550); No. 8, $650 - $800 ($600).
For the 1924 and later overprints we list
the highest price realized for a particular
Scott number at this Siegel auction followed by the catalogue price in parenthesis:
Scott No. 73, $90 ($80); 74, $160 ($130);
75, $350 ($300); 76, $260 ($200); 77,
$135 ($125); 78, $290 ($250); 79, $230
($200); 80, $325 ($275); 81, slight tropical
og, selvedge bit reduced, $900 ($1000);

84, $180 ($135); same with five point star,
$375 ($225); 85, narrow selvedge, minor
strengthening, $115 ($140); 86, $75 ($40);
87, $300 ($225); 88, $170 ($135); 89, $160
($100); 90, $53 ($115); 93, $115 ($60);
94, tropical og, some toning, $725 ($900);
95, gum bend, $525 ($500).
No. J1, $160 ($150); J2, $900 ($350);
J3, thin, selvedge separations, $400 ($450);
J12, $475 ($300); J13, $325 ($160); J14,
selvedge separations, tropical og, $475
($550); J16, $95 ($85); J17, $120 ($130);
J19, $85 ($75); J20, $350 ($275).
We invite comments about our new tabulation of auction results. Is it easier to find
the stamps in which you are interested?
This tabulation takes up considerably more
space than our former method of listing, so
we can continue it only if a number of you
really prefer it. The first number in paren
thesis indicates the auctioneer with the key
at the end of the list. The second number
is the Scott catalogue number followed by
a description where necessary. The price
realized is followed by the catalogue price
(in parenthesis) as listed in the auction
catalogue. All items are unused and without
serious defects unless mentioned otherwise.
All prices have been rounded to the nearest
dollar.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(1)
(4)
(1)
(5)
(6)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(7)

(1)
(6)
(7)
(6)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(7)
(6)
(6)
(6)
(6)

(1)
(6)
(1)
(7)
(1)
(1)
(7)
(3)
(7)

$180
1 part og
2 perfs in, faint toning 155
2 used
70
2 on cover
160
3
170
3 on cover
180
4-8
140
7
60
4-8 on cover
350
18-20
50
32c
250
.39g
320
145
46
47 og with light gum
disturbance,
900
f, centering
40
53
180
53 block of 4
60
54 disturbed gum
55
55a
105
57
145
58
59
85
120
60-66 disturbed gum
61a + 63a
90
60
62a block of 4
50
62a + 63a
1924 1t?-11) Arms set,
68-69 plus seven
unissued values 375
200
71a s.e.
170
86b
68
91c
105
94
97b
190
60
101a
120-135, C15-20
70
C5 + C5a in pr.
32
C15-20 on FDC
30
-10-

($185)
(100)
(85)
(200)
(160)
(225)
(149)
(50)
(62)
(300)
(350)
(150)

(800)
(50)
(210)
(75)
(50)
(110)
(150)
(85)
(105)
(100)
(70)
(57)

(462)
(250)
(200)
(50)
(95)
(125)
(50)
(81)
(27)
(44)

230
(325)
(7) C25a
651
(680)
(1) C08-12 used
85
(80)
(1) J14
(1) J15-17
48
(47)
150
(175)
(6) J17a s.e.
(1) J18-20
60
(48)
(1) 08 used
380
(350)
(1) Ul
42
(35)
120
(110)
(1) U4
(1) U10, 11, 13
10
(11)
190
(200)
(1) U14
(1) U15
52
(60)
(1) UC2a
34
(30)
(1) UX3
60
(75)
(1) UX7
30
(25)
27
(30)
(1) UX8
(1) Kelleher; (2) Southby Parke Bernet;
(3) H. R. Harmer; (4) Schiff; (5) Apfelbaum; (6) Siegel; (7) Wolffers.
We would caution our members against
paying high prices for copies of Nos. 14,
18-20 without Canal Zone overprint. These
are printer's waste taken from a printing
plant in Panama and were never sent to the
Canal Zone government and thus have no
connection with Canal Zone stamps.
Forgeries of overprinted stamps have
turned up recently. A number of forged
overprints of Nos. 4-8 have been seen as
well as of some of the overprint errors. If
in doubt, send your stamps to the APS
Expert Committee, Box 800, State College,
Pa. 16801 (send a SASE for application
forms before sending stamps). A competent member of CZSG will examine your
stamps. We would also warn members that
whenever an overprint is divided between
the top and bottom of stamps by the perforations that this is classified as a split overprint. These are interesting varieties, but
usually sell for less than true errors. For
example, a true ZONE CANAL error should
not show any trace of a third overprint
at the top or bottom of the stamp.

Misplaced Entry
In the last issue we illustrated the misplaced entry of the basic stamp in Pos. 59
on Scott No. 18. A number of members
have reported blocks of Nos. 14, 19, and 20
with this same misplaced entry. Some
blocks of No. 14 from this position do not
show this variety; thus there must have been
at least two different plates used to print
the basic stamps. No one has reported this
variety on No. 15; unless a block of four
(or vertical pair) happened to have been
saved including this position from one of
the four panes of No. 15, 4t will be impossible to confirm this variety for this number.
Pos. 60 and 70 are also entered too far to
the left compared to the stamps above them.
Part of this information was supplied by
Miller Hurt.

No. 16a
William R. Kuttner reports that there is
a broken P and broken third A in the right
PANAMA on Pos. 41 of Scott No. 16A.

Toll for Canal

Was 8 cts Reset?

The toll for ships passing through the
Panama Canal is based on the weight of the
ship. Al Bew sends in a clipping that states
that the smallest toll ever paid was 370
paid by Richard Halliburton who swam the
waterway in 1928.

Lawson Entwistle points out that Toppan, in his early book on Canal Zone stamps,
reports seeing a block of Scott No. 14 with
the "8 cts printed in carmine and is on the
fourth Panama type." Toppan claims that
Pos. 48 and 49 of this block were Type a
of the 8 cts surcharge instead of the normal
Type b, while Pos. 80 was Type b instead
of the normal Type a. Pos. 50 was Type c
as usual. He also claims to have a second
block that also has Type a in Pos. 49. Does
anyone have such blocks today or was there
some error in this early report? We have
never found any evidence on the stamps
that the 8 cts surcharge was reset as Toppan
claims and have never seen a block where
the different varieties of the "8" were not
in the proper positions.

USN/USMC Mobile
Land Forces
The War Cover Club has recently published Robert T. Murphy's monograph, "Locations and Assignments, USN/USMC Mobile Land Forces and their Post Office Facilities - World War II and Later," 1st edition,
1977. The book represents a monumental
piece of research and is an invaluable reference work for students of U.S. Naval and
Marine postal history. The price is $12.50
postpaid ( $7.50 for War Cover Club members). Orders for the book and applications
for membership in the WCC can be obtained from Lincoln E. Kieffer, P. 0. Box
173, Jamesburg, N. J. 08831.
Only a tiny fraction of the forces described in the book were located in the
Zone and all of the information relating to
the Canal Zone is presented below. Covers
from these forces in the Zone are identifiable
by the (numbers in the) return mailing address and the date of the cancel.
Any additional information or listings
would be appreciated. Good luck in searching for these covers.
- GARY B. WEISS
RETURN ADDRESS
{Navy Number)

17, N.Y.
19, N.Y.
35, N.Y.
39, N.Y.
40, N.Y.
63, N.Y.
64, N.Y.
121, N.Y.
121, Box 20
121, Box 70
122, N.Y.,
122, Box 30
122, Box 60
188, N.Y.
1955, N.Y.
FPO 09580, N.Y.
FPO 09584, N.Y.
FPO 09585, N.Y.
(Navy PO Branch No.)
10000
10001
10002
10004
10019
555th NCBMU
1012nd NCB ( Detach)
1st Barrage Baloon
Squadron

New Panama Treaty
The new treaty with Panama about the
future of the Canal Zone was passed by the
Senate by a very small margin. A ceremonial
exchange of the instruments of ratification
is expected shortly. However, the effective
date for the formal exchange is expected to
be April 1, 1979, unless legislation setting
an earlier date is approved. The treaty will
become effective six months after that date,
which would be October 1, 1979. The
Canal Zone post office will become part of
the postal system of Panama six months after the formal exchange. The Canal Zone
post office is now planning on terminating
operations on Oct. 1, 1979, although this

date may change as explained above. This
information from Col. Bob Stevens and
Sam Luce.

5y/. Stevens Rotary
The recently issued 50 Stevens rotary
press stamp, Scott No. 168, is spaced differently in the pane from the original flat plate
stamp. In the flat plate the stamps are
about 3 mm apart, while they are only
approximately 2 1/2 mm apart on the rotary
plate. Thus, it is obviously more difficult to
obtain well-centered stamps of the rotary
issue.

New Printings
A new printing of the 13¢ Cascadas
booklets, Scott No. 163a, was received in
the Canal Zone on Dec. 29, 1977. The
original booklets were stapled together. The
new printing is unstapled. The panes are
attached by gum at the edge of the selvage.
The booklet cover is a darker green than
before. The 10, 20, 30, 40, 200, 300, and
500 ordinary stamps and the 300 airmail
stamp are now available with flat gum. The
latest printings of these are still from the
flat presses.

New Envelope Error
George Stilwell has found an example of
Scott No. UC2a with the background printing under the stamp completely missing.
The envelope was used on the first flight to
Venezuela on May 5, 1930. The American
Philatelic Expertizing Service has issued
certificate No. 26765 for this major error.

LOCATION

OPENED

CLOSED

NOTES

Cape Mala, Panama, C.Z.
David, Panama, C.Z.
Toro Point, C.Z.
Summit, C.Z.
Taboga Island, C.Z.
Farfan, C.Z.
Gatun, C.Z.
Balboa, C.Z.
Summit, C.Z.
Farfan, C.Z.
Cristobal, C.Z.
Toro Point, C.Z.
Gatun, C.Z.
Rodman, C.Z.
Coco Solo, C.Z.
Balboa, C.Z.
Fort Amador, C.Z.
Cristobal, C.Z.
Galeta Island
Rodman, C.Z.

early 1942
early 1942
early 1942
early 1942
early 1942
early 1942
early 1942
early 1942

prior to 9-1945
prior to 9-1945
prior to 9-1945
prior to 9-1945
between 2-15-47 and 12-31-47
prior to 9-1945
prior to 9-1945
changed to FPO 09580 1-1-65
after 11-30-48
after 11-30-48
after 11-30-48
after 11-30-48
after 11-30-48
changed to FPO 09585 1-1-65

Radio Station
Landplane Facility
Radio Compass Stn.
Radio Station
Naval Base
Radio Station
Radio Station
Nay. Stn-West Bank

early 1942
1948

was Navy 64
Naval Station

1-1-65
1975

COM 15

1-1-65

1975
1975

Nav Sec. Group Activity
Naval Station

Upham, C.Z.
Coco Solo, C.Z.
Summit, C.Z.
Taboga Island, C.Z.
Coco Solo, C.Z.
C.Z.
C.Z.

NAS
Naval Station

12-10-43
3-1-43
12-28-43
9-9-42

1-18-46
1-23-46
2-5-46
9-19-45
1-15-46
Spring 1946
2-44

Naval Station
Naval Hospital
detachments outside of C.Z.
detachments outside of C.Z.

C.Z.

12-30-41

9-42

Marine FMF Troops

1965
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Table 1
Earliest Reported Dates

Registry Service
(Continued from page 9)

number of the article. After the label was
attached to the article, a crude handstamp
reading "CRISTOBAL, P.O." was used to
fill in the middle line of the label. ( In the
illustration this handstamp appears as a
blur.) The number was added in manuscript. All of the covers with this handstamped label that I have seen are dated in
the last half of October 1905. Five thousand
of these labels were sent to the Zone.
A second type of label (Fig. 4c), with
"CRISTOBAL, C.Z." 22 mm in length
printed on the label, has been seen on covers dated between September 7 and December 8, 1906. The numbers on these
labels have been printed by some type of
device. Judging from the numbers seen I
would estimate that ten thousand were used,
possibly more if a separate run of numbers
was used for foreign mail. A report of a
third type of paper label with "Cristobal,
C.Z." 28.5 mm in length was mistaken.
Between the two periods of label use, and
after, a rectangular handstamp (Fig. 4b)
was used. The earliest seen is dated November 22, 1905 and the latest is December
28, 1910.
The • earliest registered covers which
passed through the Exchange Office were
postmarked on the front with the Cristobal
Type I mark. In early 1906 Cristobal began
to use a separate postmark (Fig. 4d) in its
role as Exchange Office. After March the
Exchange Office mark was applied to the
reverse. About April of 1906 three additional postmarks (Fig. 4e,f,g) began to be
used by the Exchange Office; despite the
difference in wording they were apparently
used interchangeably.
In March of 1906 the Cristobal post office began to use the postmark shown in
Fig. 3d. This mark was probably not used
after the introduction of a "C.Z." type for
Cristobal in June 1907.
Between October 31, 1907 and March 8,
1908 the oval postmark in Fig. 4h was used
at the Exchange. From late 1908 through
the end of the first period the mark in Fig.
4j was the usual Exchange postmark; occasionally the mark in Fig. 4k was used in
1910.
On November 1, 1909 the registry fee
was raised from 84 to 100.

Post
Office

New procedures for the registry service
went into effect in the Canal Zone (and in
the U.S.) on January 25, 1911. Under the
new rules the originating office stamped
the registered articles with a rectangular
handstamp, entered a number within the
rectangle, and applied its dated registry
postmark on the reverse. The Cristobal exchange office added only its postmark on
the reverse.

Fourin-Bars

Type I
Registered

ANCON
6/24/04
9/12/05
9/13/05
CRISTOBAL
6/24/04
8/25/05
10/16/05
EMPIRE
6/24/04
10/21/05
5/05/06
LA BOCA
6/24/04
9/18/05
12/13/05
**
GATUN
6/24/04
5/30/06
CULEBRA
6/25/04
8/25/05
10/16/05
MATACHIN
6/25/04
9/05/05
1/12/06
GORGONA
6/25/04
8/19/05
8/19/05
BOHIO
6/25/04
2/25/06
6/05/06
**
SAN PABLO
7/07/04
6/04/06
PARAISO
4/05/05 '12/06/05
4/27/06
TABERNILLA
4/06/05
11/03/05
1/27/06
COROZAL
6/01/05
10/14/05
5/29/06
*
P. MIGUEL
8/09/05
ANCON, STA A
8/..../05
BAS OBISPO
12/28/05
reported
1/16/09*
LAS CASC kD.
1/20/06
* Earlier registered covers have non-registry postmarks.
0 * These cancels probably do or did exist.
pJ'

AUG -7
25
A.M. =

Pc,o
- cis r

a. Four-in-bars.

Oval
Registered

Registered

3/14/08
6/12/07
6/17/07
10/14/08
12/20/09
8/24/08
9/06/11
2/12/09
**
1/16/09
2/12/09
-. .12/22/11
12/10/19
11/08/09
11/30/07
12/23/11
3/18/11

10/28/06
10/31/07
4/16/06

5/07/06
4/10/06

CA

fxl/t 7'1
j,••
'90- /-

4

° 1905 y'
"7-°

,( r94,\
\ \
‘- efife

• "'

c. Oval.

b. Type I.

d. Second Cristobal.

e. Various "C.Z." types.

Fig. 3. Registry postmarks.
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Fig. 4. Registry labels and postmarks.
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receipt of new postmarks exclusively for the exchange office.
a. (Continuation) Handstamped rectangle — to Aug. 20,
1906.
b. Paper labels with printed
"Cristobal, C.Z." — Sept. 7,
1906, to Dec. 8, 1906.
c. Handstamped rectangle —
Dec. 21, 1906, to Jan. 24,
1911.
B. Second period — January 25, 1911,
to ( and beyond) abrogation of
Taft Agreement. Handstamp, number, and postmark applied at offices
of origin; exchange office adds postmark on reverse.
Fig. 5. Registry postmarks and handstamps.
Two types of handstamps were issued
initially to the various offices ( see figure
5 d and f ). Type d ( outlined letters) was
the predominant handstamp from 1911 to
1920. The second type ( a heavy bisected
rectangle) was used sporadically until 1920.
Thereafter and until recent times, it was
the predominant type. ( This handstamp
was available in 1911 but was apparently
not liked by the postal clerks. I have seen
a number of examples of type d applied
over type f.)
Handstamps of the single word "Registered" fig_e) were used by some offices,
usually in conjunction with one of the other
two types.
Those postmarks in use at the end of the
first period continued to be used at the beginning of the second period. Additional
types of postmarks were introduced during
the second period ( see figure 5 a, b, and c).
I will not attempt in this article to describe
and date the large number of marks used.
One of the surprises of this research has
been the relative difficulty of obtaining examples from the second period. Perhaps
there are many more which have not been
reported to me because they are considered
"too common". My personal experience has
been that second period covers are easier
to buy than earlier ones. But I have not
been able to obtain as many photostats as
I expected or need.

WANTED
Covers canceled-Bas Obispo; Pedro
Miguel w Camp Chiva return; Frijoles; Cristobal Sta A or Sta B; Monte
Lirio; Mirafiores; APO 841 or 897;
FPO 580 & 585; also slogan cancels
& picture postal cards; other? Advise
items and price. Do NOT send items
until requested.
JIM BRUMBAUGH (CZSG 177)
Box 8661, Minneapolis, MN 55408

The second period was remarkably stable
—boringly so. Except for the change in
stamps, there is little distinction between a
1911 registered cover and a 1924 one ( or,
for that matter, a 1954 one). There are
numerous different registry postmarks. But
most are similar looking; and since these
are on the reverse and usually half obliterated by other postmarks, they do not make
a very exciting study. Generally the most
interesting aspect of second period covers
are the stamps.

Conclusion
The stages of registry service in the Canal Zone during the Taft Agreement can be
summarized as follows:
I.

II.

Pre-exchange-office period — August
19, 1905, to approx. September 22,
1905. Two covers known. These covers left the Zone to the USA but bear
no markings from Cristobal.
Exchange-office period.
A. First period—approx. September 22,
1905, to January 24, 1911.
1. Cristobal postmark on face—
known covers from Oct. 16,
1905, to Feb. 16, 1906. The
same type cancel used at Cristobal to register mail originating there is used on the face
of covers as exchange office
marks.
a. Paper labels with handstamped "Cristobal, C.Z." —
Applied at exchange office
October 16-27, 1905.
b. Handstamped rectangle applied at exchange office—
November 22, 1905 (continued).
2. Cristobal exchange office marks
on reverse — earliest known
cover March 8, 1906. Probably
began simultaneously with the
—13—

I would like to acknowledge my debt to
H. L. Hagerthey and other members of the
Postal Markings Committee for much information on the existence of cancels. I would
like to thank the following members for
their reports of material and/or information:
George Stilwell, Michael Demski, Weston
Dunaway, Samuel Wagonfeld, Gilbert Plass,
Miller Hurt, Michael Beck, Hugh Cassibry,
George Campbell, and Lawson Entwistle.
My apologies and thanks to those contributors who remain anonymous due to my poor
record keeping. The collection and records
of Richard Salz have been a principal source
of information; additionally, this article
would not have been written without his
help and encouragement.
I consider this a preliminary study, and I
hope to improve and expand it. But that is
dependent on gathering more information.
So I want to finish with a last plea for
photostats of registered covers.

Varieties of Nos. 9-20
Lawson Entwistle has prepared a chart
which shows at a glance the varieties that
exist on Scott Nos. 9-20. This is an extremely handy and useful chart for those
interested in these issues. He offers to send
a copy to anyone that sends him two first
class stamps to pay for the cost of the copy
and of return postage. His address is 10,000
East Broadway, Tucson, Ariz. 85710.

First Day Cover
George Stilwell reports finding a first day
cover, July 1, 1924, of the 10 envelope, Scott
No. U6, with the 10 and 104 stamps, Nos.
71 and 75, affixed to pay the 124 rate for
a registered cover to the United States. He
also reports a 1919 cover from J. P. Coveleski to Elliott Perry, Westfield, N. J. ( the
stamp dealer) in which Coveleski writes on
the cover "Member A.P.S. 35203 . . . .
Specializing in C. Z. and Panama stamps".
Many of the Canal Zone errors of this period
were first obtained by Mr. Coveleski who
was a member of the Canal Zone Police Department.

1920 Centenary Spacings
Lawson Entwistle has been able to measure the spacing between CANAL and
ZONE on the stamps of a full pane of 100
of No. 60. The position of the spacing
varieties has been unreported until now.
He reports that the 9 3/4 mm spacing is on
Pos. 88 and 92, while the 9 1/4 mm spacing
is on Pos. 8, 9, 11, 14, 29, 30, and 82.
There are also several spacings between
9 1/4 and 91/4 mm. The cliches are poorly
aligned vertically, especially in all vertical
rows from 4 to 10. There are no dropped
letters E on this pane. The entire sheet is
cancelled in red with the Cristobal registry
cancel dated JUNE 30, 1924, the day the
Panama overprints were withdrawn from
sale.

Review of Book
By David Farnsworth
The Panama Canal: The Crisis in Historical Perspective by Walter LaFeber (Oxford University Press, New York, 1978)
(ISBN 0-19-502360-9), 240 pages, $10.95.
The author is Noll Professor of History
at Cornell University and the author of
numerous books. Panama's own history and
the United States' diplomatic history are
interwoven in this narrative which takes the
reader up to October 1977.
LaFeber's thesis is that Panamanian nationalism and economic situation are the
two most important factors in its diplomatic
stance. He shows that Panamanian nationalism predates 'November 1903. It was not
created in 1903 by a United States President. The preSent large public debt and the
fact that the Canal is apparently its sole
possible growth industry force Panama to
pursue a better arrangement with the USA.
The growing influence of the National
Guard since 1930 is traced and placed as
a central issue.
The USA's control of Panama's fate is
called "informal colonial domination." The
word "informal" means de facto. The United
States' situation in the Cold War is related
to its treatment of Panama. LeFeber views
the Cold War as three Cold Wars: 19451956 (the USA versus Russia), 1957-1970
( characterized by decolonization and pluralism), and 1970-present (characterized by
the weakness of the dollar, the oil embargo,
and the Viet Nam fiasco).
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The Liss book The Canal which is still
in print ( see review in the CZP, Volume
14, No. 1) is only somewhat eclipsed by
this account. The present book views matters more from the Panamanian point of
view than Liss' does and is, of course, more
than a decade newer.
There is an amazing amount of material
in the 240 pages which are in a small 51/2
by 9 inch format. The style is crisp.
The Panama Canal will not be outdated
once the fate of the treaties of 1977-1978
has been decided. LaFeber discusses the
appropriateness of the treaties, giving many
points pro and con. The book is topical,
but of lasting value as well.

Varieties of No. 100
Through the courtesy of one of our members we have had the opportunity to examine a complete sheet of Scott No. 100, 1(t
denomination. We can thus report on the
positions of the various varieties which have
not previously been recorded in print to our
knowledge. A definite Z of ZONE under
C of CANAL occurs on Pos. 1, 55-56, 61,
65-66. The relative spacing of the two lines
of the overprint varies throughout the sheet
so that it becomes a matter of opinion when
it is shifted enough on a given stamp so
that the variety is Z under C. In our opinion the following almost qualify for this
variety: Pos. 2-10; 40, 51-54, 57-60, 63-64,
67-70, 87-90.
The following positions are definitely the --"'"\-\
variety E of ZONE under L of CANAL:
Pos. 14-18, 34, 71-74. The following are
almost this variety: Pos. 11-13, 33, 35, 7576, 91-96.
There are also the following constant
varieties on this stamp: Pos. 72, short first
A in CANAL; Pos. 76, broken C in CANAL;
Pos. 42, broken Z in ZONE; Pos. 64, both
legs broken in N of CANAL; Pos. 86, right
leg broken in N of CANAL and first A in
CANAL is missing crossbar and appears to
be inverted V.

Col. James DeVoss maintains a close
contact with our printer in State College. He keeps the addressograph
plates up to date with the latest addresses of our members. He also personally mails all copies of the Canal
Zone Philatelist. We wish to express
our appreciation for this work which
lie does for us. Please note that all
changes of address and notice of missing copies should be sent to our Secretary, Al Bew. All material appearing
in the Canal Zone Philatelist has been
written by the Editor, Gilbert N.
Plass, unless a by-line indicates otherwise. All photographic work is also
done by Gilbert N. Plass unless otherwise indicated.

Smudges on 50 Coil
Sam Luce sent your Editor several strips
of the current 50 Stevens coil which showed
a noticeable smudge on Stevens' face on
every fifth stamp. George Brett kindly provided the explanation. The vending machine
for these coils actually puts on this mark.
The ink never really dries on intaglio printing. A foot in the vending machine comes
down on every fifth stamp as it dispenses
them in multiples of five. This crunches the
ink and makes this mark. The same marking is well known on United States coil
stamps. The blue inks seem more susceptable to this marking than other colors.

President's Report
(Continued from page 9)
The genuine have a spacing of 6.7 m/m
while the counterfeit are spaced 7.2 m/m.
Genuine Scott Nos. 23 and 24 with double
overprints show the two overprints in line
with each other, one being higher on the
stamp. The counterfeits show the double
to the left or right. Used copies of Scott
No. 36b can be checked with a 15 power
or better glass for remaining traces of the
chemically removed 10 CTS.
Other items that are offered all too often
at ridiculously high prices are Scott No. 14,
14c, 18, 19, and 20 without the CANAL
ZONE. These are only printer's waste. I

CANAL ZONE STUDY GROUP
Treasurer's Report for Calendar Year 1977
Cash in Bank, January 1, 1977
Add: Receipts
Dues Collected
For 1977
For 1978
Contributions by Contributing and Sustaining Members
For 1977
For 1978
Profit on Mail Sale No. 6 (See Note 1 below)
Sales of Publications and Paperweights
Interest on Savings Accounts
Advertising in "The Canal Zone Philatelist"
Total Receipts
TOTAL

$15,918.00
$ 1,354.50
2,030.00
384.50
650.00
2,306.18
510.75
898.97
97.00
8,231.90
24,149.90

Less:

Disbursements
Publication of "The Canal Zone Philatelist"
Printing
Postage
Editor's Expenses
Total
Expenses of Canal Zone Book being published by CZSG
Postage and Telephone Incurred by Officers
Membership and Publicity
Expenses of Biennial Election
Donation to APRL Building Fund
Reprinting of Publications (For Resale)
Miscellaneous
Total Disbursements
Cash in Bank, December 31, 1977

1,570.70
40.00
55.37
1,666.07
1,089.06
297.46
182.26
131.51
50.00
47.13
30.56

Canal Zone Errors
By Gilbert N. Plass

3,494.05
$20,655.85

The foregoing balance consisted of the following:
Cash in Savings Account
Reserved for Publication Fund, per action of the Executive
Committee and the Board of Directors
Unrestricted Amount
Total
Cash in Checking Account
TOTAL, as above

$18,000.00
1,128.84
19,128.84
1,527.01
$20,655.85

NOTES:
1. The following is a summary of the net profit from Mail Sale No. 6:
Lots Sold
Less: Payments to Sellers
CZSG Commission at 11%
Less: Expenses
Printing of Catalogs, Forms, and Envelopes
$ 398.85
Postage for Mailing Catalogs
322.25
Lots and Prices Realized
287.48
Stationery, Supplies, Telephone, and Safe Deposit Box
159.86
Total
1,168.44
Less: Postage Charged to Buyers
264.79
Net Profit
2. As of December 31, 1977, all bills for 1977 were paid.
WILLIAM R. KUTTNER
Treasurer
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spoke with my nephew, also a CZSG member, who told me that he buys them for
$1.00 each. As a curiosity they may be
worth a little more than $1.00 each, but
not much more.
Just because a certificate states that an
item is genuine does not mean that it is.
I have a counterfeit No. 15 with a certificate
stating it is genuine, and have seen first
series the same way. It all depends upon
who has checked the item and who signs
the certificate. I have found that the best
for Canal Zone are A.P.S. certificates signed
by J. T. DeVoss.
If anyone has doubts about any item, he
should obtain an A.P.S. certificate, or at the
very least obtain an opinion from another
knowledgeable member of the CZSG.
Please do not misunderstand the above
words of caution. I do not suggest that you
stop buying from dealers and auction houses.
They perform a vital function in the buying
and selling of stamps. I make purchases
frequently, but I do feel it imperative that
our members be aware that counterfeits
exist and recommend that reasonable care
be used in their purchases.
Editor's Note: Most of the major auction
houses in the United States that have been
in business for some time are very careful
to sell only genuine stamps and to describe
all repairs. Naturally, all of us make mistakes occasionally and they are glad to make
refunds in case of error if an extension is
asked for at the time of purchase. If you
are not certain about a valuable overprint,
ask for an extension and obtain an A.P.S.
certificate for the item.

$29,179.50
25,969.67
3,209.83

903.65
$ 2,306.18

We continue our series in which we show
photographs and discuss errors and varieties
that have not previously been shown in our
journal. The scarce Type III overprint can
be found relatively often on the 10 denomination with inverted overprint, reading
down, Fig. 1. There definitely are 200 copies of this error known, contrary to the figure
of 100 given in the Scott Specialized. Two
blocks of four are known from the same
position, so that two panes of 100 must
have existed. Also the overprints are in quite
different positions on these two panes.
In my experience it is easier to find an unused copy of Scott No. 46a than of the major number 46. This illustrates the small
number of unused copies that were saved
of the Type III overprints with the normal
overprint. On the other hand, when an overprint error occurred on Type III it seems
that all of the copies were saved in unused
condition. In this case that makes 200
copies of the error available to collectors.
Occasionally we illustrate unusual covers.
Covers with any values of the 1915-1920
pictorial series are scarce, especially of the
values above 100. In Fig. 2 a cover is shown

Fig. 2. Nos. 49-51, 58-59 on coier.
with the five highest values of this series,
Scott Nos. 49-51, 58-59. This cover was
mailed by J. P. Coveleski to himself and is
postmarked at Balboa on March 13, 1923.
Although this is a philatelic cover, we simply
would not have many Canal Zone errors and
covers of this period if Mr. Coveleski had
not saved them for collectors.
Next we come to the Type IV overprint.
Scott No. 52a, 10 with inverted overprint
reading down, Fig. 3, is relatively common
as errors go and several panes must have

No. 52a 5 (Ovpt. Down) almost v.f.,
$ 68
o.g., n.h., fresh, cat. $75+
No. 53* (2d Ty IV) fresh o.g., n.h
cat. $50, fine $35; f.-v.f. $38; v.f
$ 60
$45; ex.f.
No. 53* Blocks of some grades available pro rata
No. 54* (5¢ Ty IV) v.f.-superb, o.g.,
n.h., several perfs not full, cat.
$75+
$ 60
No. 54* Ex. fine mint, o.g., n.h.,. gem $ 85
No. 54* Block of 4, mostly v.f. mint,
o.g., n.h., nice, cat. $325+
$300
No. 55b" Pair (10--one no ovpt.) just
fine to v.f. cent., tropical o.g., tiny
light thin spot, very scarce, fresh,
cat. $300
$250
No. 58* (500 org. & blk.) e.g., light
hinge, fresh, cat. $150, fine $110;
v.f. $125; ex. fine
$140
No. 58* Ex. fine mint, o.g., n.h.,
immac. beauty
$200
No. 58 Fine & used, very light can ,
cat. $87.50
$ 75
No. 59* lb vio. & blk. v.f. +, e.g ,
light hinge, cat. $85
$ 70
No. 59* Ex. fine mint, o.g., n.h.,
immac. beauty
$ 90
No. 59* Block of 4, v.f. +, o.g., It.h ,
cat. $350+
$300
No. 59* Block of 4, ex. fine mint,
o.g., n.h., gem
$500
WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED
IN ELUSIVE C.Z.?
Comprehensive "Canal Zone"
stock available
Satisfaction or Immediate Refund
Gladly Sent on Approval with References
Installment Payment Terms If Desired
(No Interest or Carrying Charges)
MASTER CHARGE accepted on

large crders.

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
CSA

88 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass. 02108
Phcne (617) 523-2522

UN CEN*4-irSIMU
DE 113A4-DOA

Fig. 1. No. 46a, inverted overprint.

Selected "Elusive"
C. Z. Items

SPA

Fig. 4. No. 52b, booklet pane.

APS
CZSG

Fig. 5. No. 52c. Pair, one without overprint.

Stop Press
For the rate changes a 15(r commemorative
size stamp showing a to-vying locomotive plus
13t
20 surcharged envelopes in both sizes
and 80 20 postal cards are being issued.

Fort Grant Post Office
.d.
Fig. 3. No. 52a, inverted overprint.
been saved. The booklet pane of this denomination is one of the rarer ones of the
Canal Zone. According to the results of our
survey, we estimate that only 33 panes exist
(see Vol. 13, p. 27). Fig. 4 is an example
of Scott No. 52b in a complete booklet.
Two panes of the booklet originally existed without overprint on the left rows, Scott
No. 52c. One of these panes presumably
still exists, while the other pane was broken
up into three pairs wi'h the error. One of
the latter is shown in Fig. 5.
On the 20 value the error inverted overprint reading down, Scott No. 53a, is relatively common and several panes must have
been saved. This error is shown in Fig. 6.
The normal booklet pane, Scott No. 53c,
Fig. 7, is another rare pane. We have estimated that only 31 panes exist in collections.
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Lee Cornell reports that he has found a
cover with the postmark of Fort Grant in
Jan. 1918 (probably Jan. 11—date not quite
clear ). Published information indicates that
Fort Grant became Fort Amador on Oct. 20,
1917. Can anyone explain this discrepancy?

U. S. Possessions Society
In our last issue we announced the formation of a U. S. Possessions Philatelic Society. It is devoted to all aspects of the
philately of U. S. Possessions including
Philippines, Hawaii, Guam, Cuba, and Puerto Rico as listed in the back of the Scott
Specialized Catalogue. This is your last
opportunity to become a charter member.
Send dues of $7.50 payable to the Society
and mail to Gilbert N. Plass, Box 9973,
College Station, Texas 77840. This will cover your dues until July 1, 1979. A quality
printed journal will be printed quarterly
with the first issue sent to press during the
third quarter of 1978.

